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This rate was over three times the base
rate. A criminal environment enhances
the predisposition.
Fini Schulsinger's previously published adoption study of psychopathy is
reprinted in this volume. Starting with a
group of adopted psychopaths and a
group of adopted controls Schulsinger
found psychopathy five times as prevalent among the biological parents of the
psychopaths as arnong their adoptive
parents. There was little or no psychopathy among the biological and adoptive
parents of the controls. All the ~.esearchers writing in this volume are cautio~lsin
drawing inferences about the relative influence of environment and heredity in
criminalit).. Given the great heterogeneity in crime and criminals they seem
wise to accept that environmental factors play a major role in many types of
crime. Mednick interprets the evidence
to indicate that variations in the environment best account for crime among the
lower class whereas genetic factors are
linked to crime arnong the middle and
upper classes.
The epidemiological facts provided b).
the many large-scale Scandinavian studies also provide an interesting new perspective on crime. By comparison with
the situation in the United States. poverty and other adverse environmental circumstances have been drastically curtailed in Scandinavia, yet about 9 percent of males receive felon). convictions
during their lifetimes. Does this fact represent a limit to what socialism can accomplish in crime reduction'? Perhaps
not, but it might encourage a search for
environmental variables qualitatively
different in character from social class.
health, and employment.
Another fact emerging froni a number
of the investigations reported here is the
association between criminal behavior
and schizophrenia. Kirkegaard-Saren\en and Mednick report that rates of
criminality are significantly elevated
among the offspring of schizophrenic
mothers. Similar results are obtained in
adoption studies where the s c h i ~ o p h r e n ic mothers had nothing to do with rearing
their children. Perhaps the contribution
of the schizophrenic mother was genetic.
Overall, this book leaves the reader
with the impression that evidence from
various sources is slowl). converging on
the idea that individual dift'erences
among criminals are real and that even
eradication of environmental inequities
will not make them all go away. Some
criminals, perhaps the ver). worst, are
very different from the rest of us. These
ditferences seem most pronounced in
that small group of active recidivists that
I ? h1AY 1978

commits up to half of all crimes. We cannot affbrd to neglect the possibility that
biological factors are significantly linked
to crime in this group.

ceeds at a slow but steady pace until age
13. at which time linguistic progress, regardless of level attained, halts.
The crucial test of the critical-period
JOSEPH M . HOIIN hypothesis is. of course, whether an indiDrpurtnzrirt of' P s y ~ h o l o g ? . ,
vidual prevented from learning language
LJilil,f>rsityof Te.url.s,
during the first 13 years of life can develAlr,ctitl 78712
op language thereafter. For obvious reasons the experimental manipulation that
would answer this question has not been
carried out. However, tragic circumA Study in Human Capacities stances have created Genie. the subject
of this book and a test case for the critiGenie. A Psycholingui\tic Study of a Modern- cal-period hypothesis.
Day "Wild Child." SLSANC U R II SS. AcadernGenie was discovered at the age of 13
ic I'ress, New York. 1977. xvi, 288 pp. $27.50.
years,
7 months, after having experiPerspectives in Neu~~olinguistics
and Psychoenced a childhood of extreme and unusulinguistics.
al deprivation and abuse. From the age
In his book Bio/ogic,trl Folli1clafiotr.s of of 20 months, she had been confined to a
L.tr:lgl~cijir (Wile),, 1967) E . H. Lenne- small room and allowed no freedom of
berg hypothesired that language learning movement, no perceptual stimulation.
in humans is constrained to a particular and no human companionship. Under
developmental period: if a human is to these inhumane conditions. it is hardly
acquire language, he or she must do so surprising that Genie did not develop
roughly between the age of two and pu- language.
berty. According to Lenneberg, behavSince the time of her discovery in
ioral evidence for the lower bound of this 1970, attempts have been made to rehacritical period comes from normal lan- bilitate and educate Genie. This book is a
guage acquisition, which does not uni- description of Genie's first five years afversally begin (inti1 about age two. f-vi- ter diicovery, foc~lsingon her linguisdence for the upper bound comes pri- tic progress. Four c h a p t e r dexribing
marily froni pathology. Damage to the Genie's language abilities make up the
left side of the brain (the hemisphere bulk of the book. One deals with Genie's
dominant for language in most people) phonology, both comprehension and
before the age of 13 usually will not re- production. Two others focus, respecsult in permanent language impairment; t i ~ e l ) . o. n her comprehension and on her
damage after that age tends to produce production of syntax. ~norphology. and
irreversible language losses. Moreover, semantics. ' f h e fourth of this group of
language acquisition in retardates pro- chapters compares Genie's linguistic ca-

"Genie's drawing of a human figure (121221
71). Note the lack of either trunk (if lines represent arms) or arms (if lines represent trunk),
and legs, ears. hair, clothes, and so forth.
Contrast this primitive figure with the detail
she produced when asked, at an earlier time
(1 1/8/71),to draw 'a cat eating.' 'a dog eating.'
The animals have a well defined trunk and
head, four legs. and other features. The
tongue, one eye, and tail are in keeping with a
profile ciew, a fairly sophisticated perspective." [t.'rom Grtzir: A P syc.holinglri.c tic.
St~urijc?f ti *llot/rr.n-Do?"Wilt/ Child"]

pacities with those of normal children.
Most of the linguistic data presented in
the book come from comprehension
tests developed by the author solel). for
the purpose of tapping Genie's linguistic
skills and from observations rnade by the
author of Genie's speech (detailed notes,
videotapes, and audiotapes).
In general, the comprehension and
production data in the book, although
presented in a somewhat scattered and
redundant fashion. will be of much value
to researchers in the various fields of language study. Since Genie spoke rarel).
even several years after her discovery,
an appendix listing all of her utterances
would probably have been manageable
and would have made the book even
more useful as a data source.
Genie's language skills were minimal
at the outset. She was able to comprehend a small number of single words. but
showed no comprehension of syntax and
never spoke. Over the course of the five
years reported on here, Genie rnade considerable progress in both comprehension and production. She began producing spontaneous sentences and gave
clear evidence of complex comprehension. Her language exhibited syntactic
rules; for example, the sentences she
produced followed word-order rules
such as "po3sessors precede possessed
nouns" (for exaniple. "Jones shanipoo." "Curtiss car"). Genie's language
also had the important property of recursion-that is. the reconibination of elements in different ways-both in production (she produced verb + coniplement
sentences such as "Talk Mania to buy
Mixmaster" [ I ' l l tell Mama to buy me a
klixrnasterl) and in comprehension (she
correctly understood sentences like
"'I'he girl who is sitting is looking at the
boy"). Thus, Genie's progress suggests
that language acquisition can indeed occur beyond the critical period.
It must be noted, however. that Genie's language at the time of writing was
far from normal. For exaniple, it had no
profornis ("what." "which," "this,"
and the like), had no movement rules
(Genie produced no passive sentences,
such as "John was hit by a ball." and no
sentences with subject-auxiliary inversion, such as "Are you sleeping'?").
and had no auxiliary structure (for example Genie consistently omitted
"have" and "will" in sentences such as
"John will have gone home").
Taken together these findings suggest
that the original critical-period hypothesis should be rephrased. The q~lestionis
no longer whether or not language must
be learned during a critical period. but
rather which aspects of lang~lagemust be

learned during the critisal period and
which can be acquired beyond it. The
data described in Geuir offer a tentative
answer to this revised question (tentative
because Genie's language may continue
to improve and because Genie's general
development prior to age 13 was far from
normal). It now appears that some properties. such as ordering rules and recursion. can be developed beyond puberty
and other properties, such as proforms,
movement rules. and auxiliary structures, cannot.
Curtiss attempts to interpret these
data in a broader context b). considering
Genie's accomplishnients as one aniong
several examples of language learning by
a "nonlanguage" cortex. T o this end,
she compares Genie's language with the
languages of three other types of language learners: young children during
the first stage of language acquisition
(Brown's stage I). who are assumed by
Curtiss to be learning language before
their "language" cortexes are maturationally equipped to do so: chinipanrees

learning American Sign Language, clearly a case of language learning with a nonhuman cortex: and left-heniispherectonii7ed adults who must reacquire language
with their right, "nonlanguage" hernispheres. Curtiss claims that these three
populations all have the same "gaps" in
their languages as are found in Genie'sthat is, the). lack proforms. auxiliaries,
and movement rules. She then generalizes from this that these three properties
of language are aniong those that cannot
be learned b). the "nonlanguage" cortex.
One might immediately object to this
line of argument on the grounds that
there is no reason to believe that young
children begin to learn language with
"nonlanguage" cortexes, nor is there
reason to believe that a chinip's cortex
is comparable to a human's "nonlanguage" cortex. Moreover, its lacks notwithstanding. Genie's language as it develops is much richer than anything yet
attributed either to a chimp (in having recursion and word-order rules) or to a
stage 1 chlld (in having recursion). Thus
comparison of the troughs of Genie's
uneven product either with the chimp's
primitive product or with the stage I
child's immature product seems strained.
Furthermore, to attribute the shared
lacks to a common source seems at the
very least to overstep the data.
Of the three comparisons. only the one
with the left-hernispherectomi7ed patients potentially learning language after
puberty appears well drawn. Curtiss
shows that the similarities between Genie's language and right-hemisphere
speech go beyond "gaps." Adults depending on their right hemispheres have
been reported to have good vocabulary
abilities, better semantic than syntactic
abilities, better coniprehension than
speech, and difficulties with word-order
coniprehension. all attributes Genie exhibited as well. These similarities suggest to Curtiss that Genie might be learning language primarily with her right and
not her left hemisphere. The final section
of
the hook details Genie's neurolinguis"For the first few years after her emergence
tic abilities and attempts to confirm this
from isolation, Genie drew only upon request.
In the last few years. h o w e ~ e r ,Genie has
hypothesis. Dichotic listening tests (used
turned to drawing a s a way of dealing with and
to ascertain hemispheric dominance) are
expressing her tho~lghts, feelings, and fandescribed whcse ~.esults suggest that
tasies." In 1977. Genie drew the picture
Genie processes words almost exclusives h o u n here. "At first she d r e u only the picl y with her right hemisphere.
ture of her ~iiotherand then labeled it 'T miss
Mama.' She then suddenly began to dram
Additional dichotic listening tests with
more. The molllent she finished she took my
environmental sounds suggest that Genie
hand, placed it next to what she had just
relies on her right hemisphere to process
drawn, ~iiotioningme to urite, and said 'Baby
nonverbal stimuli as well. Moreover.
Genie.' Then she pointed under her drauing
and said. 'Mama hand.' T dictated all the letGenie performed extraordinarily well on
ters. Satisfied, she sat back and stared at the
tests of cognitive abilities ~lsuallyconsidpicture. There she mas, a baby in her
ered to tap right-hemisphere skills (for
mother's arliis. She had created her o u n realexaniple,
tests of gestalt perception.
ity." [From Genic~:A Psj~choIitz,i.rri~tir
Sri~li?.
part-whole judgments). In fact. on cerc ~ f rc I\locier,l-Dny
Wild Cliilti"]
"
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tain o f these tests. G e n ~ e ' sperformance
was the highest reported in the literature
for either child or adult
41011g the same lines. Genie's performance on tests involv~ng left-hemisphere ab~lities was below normal ( f o r
example. 011 several tests o f sequential
order). More problematic, however, was
her poor performance on certain tests
that have been assumed to tap righthemisphere \kills ( f o r example, facial
recognition. memor! for designs) T h e
author's explanation o f these 'inomalies
is that these particular tasks tap both
right- ancl left-hemisphere abilities and
therefore should be clifficult for Genie.
The argument begins to take on a rather
ad hoc quality here. However, in light o f
Genie's remarkably goocl performance
011 certain tasks dncl poor performance
011 others, her pattern o f abilities might
itself be usecl to generate h!potheses
about right as comparecl to left brain
skills.
T h e data can be interpreted in a still
broacler context by considering the possibility (not explicitly taken up by Curtiss) that human language acquisition
may be constrainecl not o111yby the time
o f acquisition but also by the nature o f
experience during that time. T h e literature on the role o f linguistic input in language acquisition suggests that certain
aspects o f language may be sensitive to a
finely tuned linguistic environment while
others may not. For example, deaf children who have not get learned oral language and who have not been exposed to
a conbentional sign language can develop a spontaneous gesture system that
has languagelike properties such as ordering rules and recursion ( S . GolclinMeaclow and H . Feldman. Sciet~ce197.
401 [1977]: H . Feldman. S . GoldinMeaclow. L. Gleitman, in Actiotl, C;e.c.ture untl Symbol. A . Lock. Eel., Academic Press, in press). These properties. developed without a conventional language
model, are also found in Genie's postpubertal language. These same deaf children do not develop language properties.
such as auxiliary structure. that so far
are missing from Genie's language as
well. Furthermore. in studies o f normal
hearing children, the auxiliary is one o f
the few language propertie5 whose rate
o f acquisition has been shown to be sensitive to variations in the child's linguistic input ( E . L. Newport, H. Gleitman.
L. Gleitman, in TulXitlg to CI~ildretz,C .
A. Ferguson and C . E . S I I O W .Eds.,
Cambriclge University Press, 1977). The
experience with Genie thus provides further eviclence concerning constraints on
language clevelopment. Some properties
o f language, such as the auxiliary, may

be "fragile," more likely to be clevelopecl during the critical period and more
likely to be developed with a finely tuned
linguistic environment. Other properties.
such as ordering rules ancl recursion, are
apparently more "resilient" and can be
cleveloped beyond the critical periocl and
with no exposure to a conventional linguistic model.
Several points that highlight the relationship between thought and language
are macle in the book. W h e n Genie began
acquiring speech, she learned many
more color words and adjectives expressing size ancl quality (such as " f u n ny" and "silly") than does a normal
child at the earliest stages o f language acquisition. Genie's initial two-word
phrases reflected this interest in attributes and primarily involved modifications o f nouns ("two hancl." "lot
bread," " f a t grandma," "yellow balloon"), as clid many o f her longer utterances ("small two cup," "little white
clear box"). Thus the content o f Genie's
utterances. while roughly comparable to
that o f the normal chilcl's, did appear to
reflect biases she brought to the language-learning situation (evidently she
hacl a tendency to focus on the physical
attributes o f the world asouncl her).
Moreover, even though Genie was a beginning language-learner. she did not

overgeneralize worcls (that is. use one
worcl such as "bow-wow" to refer to
various objects-clog, cow, cat, and so
0 1 1 ) as does a normal child. This suggests
that certain aspects o f normal two-yearolcl language may reflect properties o f
the two-year-olcl mind and not properties
o f early language learning in general.
Genie's speech also contains references to events that occurred before she
possesseel language. For example. she
clescribecl the fact that her father had
beaten her during her years o f confinement, "Father hit arm. Big wood.
Genie cry." As her language improved.
she conveyed the same sad tale in single,
longer sentences: "Father hit Genie big
stick." "Father make me cry." This is a
striking example o f a human's ability to
encode and recall events experienced before the acquisition o f language.
The book is sensitively written and
manages to convey a sense o f Genie both
as an individual and as a language user.
Genie's story is ( w e may be thankful) a
unique one, from which we can hope to
learn much about the resilience o f human
language-learning capacities. As long as
Genie continues to progress, the story is
not ended.
SUS,\N G O LI>IN-ME,AI>OW
L)~puvtt71(~11t
0f'Ed1i(.~1ti(1t1.
U~iil,ersity
of
Chiccigo, Chic.cigo. Iilitlois 60637

Asymmetry and the Brain
motile forms that bisymmetry is most
strictly ubserved, in sessile forms that it
is most freely violated. The bisymmetrical organism is rostrocaudally polarized,
with distance receptors, organs o f prehension, and the major concentration o f
Evolution and Lateralization of the Brain. Paneurons rostrally located. Because at
pers from a conference. New York. Oct.
1976. Srur\~i-J . U I ~ , I O Sand
U I > , ~ v r r , .4. B L I - any instant the organism surveys only a
limited section o f ambient space, its surL A R D , Eds. New York Academy of Sciences.
vival depends 011 its ability to deploy its
New York. 1977. vi, 502 pp.. illus. Paper, S40.
.4nnals of the New York Academy of Scisensory-motor equipment in any clirecences. vol. 299.
tion by rapid orientation. By its ability to
turn quickly in any direction. the orga111 vertebrates and other bilateria the
nism becomes functionally circular ancl
loops that control
se~~sory-central-motor
prepared for the spatially random inbehavior are bilaterally organized. In cidence o f potentially relevant events.
contrast, the viscera ancl their neural
Moreover, although unilateral turning
control systems depart, often grossly.
would suffice to cover all 360 degrees o f
from bisymmetry. So we look to the be- arc, a less cumbersome arrangement in
havioral rather than the vegetative neecls h c t occurs: an approximately equal balance o f opposing right and left tur11i11g
o f the organism for the adaptive rationale
for bisymmetry. That the adaptation in- tendencies, represented at various levels
volvecl is primarily movement becomes o f central nervous ~ ~ ' g a n i z a t i o Where
n.
apparent when we consider that it is in departures from bisymmetry occur. their
1,ateraIization in the Nervous System. S t r b t~
I-lr\ns,x~,K O B ~ K TW . DOTY.I , E O S I D ~ Go1 DSTEIN, JUIIAS
JA>.\ES,
and Gtoncit
K R A L : T H \ ~ , IEds.
E R , .4cademic PI-ess, New
York. 1977. I, 538 pp., illus. $21.50.

